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CAVEAT
I’m not a medical professional and have not read all of the measure documentation. Please ask for
clarification if you find the information below to be questionable.
Thanks.
James Malayang
1/31/2018

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Now available in the QPP Resource Library: Data dictionary and Excel to XML Mapping.

Q&A SESSION
1. PREV-12 If phq2 is positive, does a negative PHQ9 after the allotted time count? Follow up must
be on the date of the positive screen. Refer to pg. 6 of measure specs.
2. PREV12 Does the actual test name need to be visible on the document if it is to be accepted?
The name of the tool must be documented in the med rec. If tool is built into the system, it
counts but in an audit there must be written policy to confirm that it can be mapped back to the
EMR.
3. What are the auditable measures for the 2017 PY? If an ACO is selected, any of the measures
can be auditable.
4. How do you remove data from the WI? Use the excel upload and put N/A in the cell you want
the data removed from. This will remove the data.
5. PREV-9 The EMR calculates the BMI even if the ht/wt isn’t taken on the same date. Is this OK?
Yes, but the ht/wt need to be done within 6-month look-back period.
6. How do you print complete FAQ? It has no print feature.
7. CARE 2 Does verbiage in the patient’s note saying “gait/no gait” count as an assessment? Does
not count.
8. CARE 1 MED REC Does the actual note have to say, “med was reconciled” to count? Review the
reference document and the third option in it indicates that more language needed in record.
9. PREV-8 OK if vaccination was outside of the clinic? OK if date and vaccine is recorded.

10. PREV-13 [Warning: much of this was over my head, so be forewarned about the contents of this
note.] We excluded a patient with the diagnosis only hyperlipidemia but not pure
hypercholesterolemia. Is this OK? No you’re reading it wrong. Move on to risk cat 3. If the risk
cat 3 answers are all no, then they’ll be skipped if it can’t confirm that it’s the pure
hypercholesterolemia. Skip is you can’t confirm for risk cat 2, risk cat 3.
11. MH-1 Our organization is just starting to use PHQ9, so we skip those that haven’t had it. But the
Web Interface says that we have too many skips. However, the visit can be seen in the claims
data. Is this a red flag? You are skipping but the skipped beneficiaries are not denominator
eligible. CMS is aware that you have frequent skips due to not using PHQ9, and as long as your
organization is pay for reporting you count.
12. PREV-9 Is a non-ambulatory patient excluded? No. But if they refuse the examination then they
are.
13. Should patients who are PPO and Secondary Part B, remain in the sample? No. Select “Nonqualified Because in HMO”.
14. Do you get a bonus for reporting more than the minimum? No.
15. Can we upload the data in batches? Is it possible to edit uploaded data? Yes and yes.
16. PREV-9 If the patient is a paraplegic and no waist can be found, can they be exluded? No. But if
they refusal, then can be excluded.
17. PREV-7 What is the measurement period for the two office visits or one preventative visit?
During measurement year.
18. PREV-7 If the vaccination record is in the EMR will this meet the measure? Yes, but it has to be
at the point of care.
19. If the date of birth is wrong, do we have to fix in Excel? No, fix them in the WI.
20. When uploading a file, does the file have to have a specific name? No.
21. PREV-13 [Warning: much of this was over my head, so be forewarned about the contents of this
note.] The patient has a third risk cat LDL less than 70 but is on a statin, they don’t qualify as a
skip, right? Determine that the LDLC be between 70-189. If less than 70, can use denominator
exclusion. Refer pg14 of the Statin document. If the diabetic is in the age range is lower but on a
statin, it’s Yes? Denominator exception.
22. HTN-2 Multiple blood pressure measurements were done on same day; do we use the lowest
score of both numbers? Yes.
23. PREV-7 & 8 If the vaccination is recorded in a state-wide system, does it need to be in the EMR
need to be recorded? As long as you have access to the state-wide system info at the point of
care, no.
24. If the name is abbreviated in the WI (Jackie for Jacqueline), do we have to update it? Completely
optional.
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25. Can we Excel upload in batches of100? Yes. Number in Excel doesn’t matter.
26. CARE 1 The hospital and outpatient are on same EMR, and on the EMR is where the lab drawn is
posted but no doctor reviewed it, is “Medical Record Not Found” OK? Follow the flow in the
documentation. If no outpatient visit is within 30 days, then mark No.
27. How do you earn bonus points? For ACOs, no bonus points.
28. Care 1 We can’t confirm discharge date. Do we select No? No, answer will be on the + - 2 days
med rec date. Was the patient discharged from an inpatient facility on the discharge date listed
+/- 2 calendar days? Answer no
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FREQUENT MEASURE QUESTIONS
These were shared via slides and rather than transcribe them, they are pictured below.
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